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Kunen has shown that the Continuum Hypothesis implies tfnat he box prcduct of 
countably maw compact spaces with weight Q c is paracompact. We prove tht: crmverse 
by ShQwing that the box product of countably rnmy copies of the Tychonoff prtrduct 
2”* iS not normak The proof uses the notiOn of a K-box-product. We also comment on 
such products. 
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0. Introduction 
Extending results of Rudin [ l/3], Kunen [ 8,2.5,3.4) has proved the 
follo*ying facts (see below for the definition of box product): 
(1) CH, the Cuntinuum Hypothesis, implies that a box product of 
camab~y many compact spaces wit:h weight G c is paracompact. 
(2) MA, Martin’s Axiom, implies that a box product of countably 
many first-countable compact spaces is paracompact. 
Ia (1) and (2j, compactness i  essential (but not necessary), even for 
box products of.metrizable spaces, for the box product of countably 
many copies of the irrationals is not normal [3]. The purpose of this 
note is to show that CH is essential in ( 1 f, in particular that CH can nC” 
be weakened to MA. Although a strictly weaker condition than MA .FNould 
suffice m(2), it is not known whether or not the conclusion of(z) is in- 
&pen&.nt of the axioms of set theory; even for the simplest nontrivial 
case, the box produc:t of countably many Copies of o+ t r the Westiofi is 
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unknown whether the box product of uncoua~tabiy many 
-countable compact spaces can be normal or parucilmpiact. 
y cardin& we denote by (Y jw the box product of countably 
liof the Y’ychonoff product 2K. CH is necessary in( 1) because 
of the following theorem. 
. ;fhe following conditions are equipalert  : 
is paracompac t, 
(c) (2’y IL% normal. 
unen”s (? ) takes care of (a) =, (b), and (b) * (c) is trivial; since (2”Y 
contains a closed copy of (2”2 )w if K 2 02, (e) * (a) fallows from: I 
orem B. r:2”~)” is not normal. 
This improves Kunen’s result [8,4. I ] that (2c’)W is not normal, and 
of hi8 open problems [II, 8 61. I do not know wheiher:or not 
nt th:st (2Ul)w is not *norlmal. it seems thnt (1) and (2) are the 
only known results concerning normality of countable box-products of
spaces with weight Gq. 
Theorem A gives the first exampie that the normality or paracOmpact- 
ness of 8i box product “f compact spaces i  indepefident .of the axioms of 
t theu:y. However, it is already known that there are countable box 
products the norlmality of which is independent; see [4] 5 
As usual, a cardinal is an initial onhinal, and an ordinal is the, set of all 
smaller ordinals. w is oe, c is 2”) and if K is a cardinal, then..:& isthe 
smallest cardinal larger than K. Throughout, Kand X denote in@& 
cardinals. 
If {X, I a E A) is a faT:nily Of&aces, a set of the form IIaEX.Ua is 
calLi a ~-box if leach Ua: is open in A& and Uol + X, fof,@s fhan:K indices 
0, The family of all K-boxes is a base for a toplology on' the tit I&&X;, 
the ebox=topologya The corresponding spa&is called a K&IX prtiuct, 
is denoted by IIK QEAXOTr (I&+&& denotes aset, not 8 spice.) A K- 
x-pduct is T’i iff each factor is, for i = 1,2, 3,3# (see [ $ ])* me 
most interesting’situations fC,ra rc-box-pro 
K = cn), and th 
K $ h (the 
he product is the usuali (= Tychonoff”‘) prroduct, 
nu r of i?actors), and then the product is the box 
apers in which box products are studied as 
well as papers in which box products are useJ rfor the construction of 
examples. $11 Section 2 we indicate that under izertain circumstances the 
K-box-prodk!ct is the ‘best‘ product of a product with at most K: factors. 
rc-bcrx-products are essential for the proof of Tkeor~~ 3” 
Siince Kmds paper [31 stiH has not been accepted (!), the reader may 
wi& to consult [ 15, ch. Xl. 
1. Proof of Theorem B 
Demote the diagonal of (2”*)” by A, and M d be the map from 1(2~‘*)~ 
onto A defined by 
d(x) = (x, x, x, . . . ). 
Denlat,e by (2”* )n the space with the same underlying set as 3,“~ $ for 
which the C&-sets of 2”* are a base. One readily checks that d is a homeo- 
morphism from (ZW*& onto A. Since A is, closed in (29”) Theorem B 
foIllows from the following: 
So far, we followed Kunen’s proof that (2c’)w is not normal. The 
remaining proof is cornpI& el y different 48 
If p is any cardinal, we denote by D(& or D,(p), where the indert ar is 
arbitrary, a discrete space with cardinality p. Since 2 is a discrete spirce 
witlh 2 poi.nts, (2”*), is homeomorphic to n,“:,,D,(2). The followilag 
simple observation is the key to the proof of Fact 1: 
Fact 2. T1$!,,0,(2), n,“:,,O,(c) and II,“~,,D,lw,) are homomorphic. 
The proof easGy follows from ( I ) and (2) below: 
( 1) fl::, D,(2), D(E) and I’IZ, D,(wt ) are homeomorphic. 
(2) !&box-products are associatit e if (and only if) K Is a regular cardi- 
nal,, i.e. whenever (IT 1 7 E I’ ) is a decomposition of I, then I&&& and 
q,,=, c&J Xi) are homeomorphilc. 
ClonsequZntIy, Pact 1 is equivaPent to: 
Fact 3. II~~w2Do(w1 ) is not norrwl. 
“fk prsof of Fact 3 is essentially the same as the proof of Stone’s 
avm that lR,w,, ID,(w) is mot noc~~d [ 18, Theorem 3 ] 9 and is omit ted. 
In fact, Stone’s proof can easily be adapted to show that I’&,&,(K) is 
not normal far each regular K f 1 I. 
ark. After reading a preprint of this paper, Brian Scott showed that 
&)*(K) is not orthocompact for each regular K [ ifi, Theorem 3.1 .O] . 
place is orthocompact if every open cover has an open refinement i 
such that 0 d is open for each subcollection d of Cu. Metacompact spaces 
are srthacompxt.) Since orthocompac tness is closed hereditary, it follows 
that we can add the following conditions to Theorem I3 [ 16, p/79] : 
(d) (IPJW is m&compact, 
(e) (20W is orthocompact. 
Bclrges [ 11, whcj shotved that IIK aFK44?U (K) is not narmsi for regular 
(infinite) cardinals K, asked whethe~&$&#c),is n&i normal either. 
cre is an easy proof that this product is normal f&r regular cardinals K. 
o not know anything about the ncrm@ity of the spaces II$&J&)’ 
and, I&, D&J for singular K;, p an arbittary cardinal >2. . ’ ’ 
If K is a regular cardinal, then a space X is called K-nz@&&e if 
( 1) X is regular; 6 
(2) any intersection of less than H: open su’bsets i qjen; I 
(‘3) X has a base which is the union of a colllectionl of K discrete families. 
Clearly o-metrizable spaces ark ihe same as metri;table spaces. If% > o, 
then (3) may be replaced by: 
(3’) X has a base whii?L is the union of a coHectiolr& K discrete families 
consisting of clopen sets. 
It easily followls thart each open cover of 3 K-mettizable,spacev with 
Y > oI can be refined by a disjoint open cover. Bui a sub~p&x~~f any K- 
metrizabte space is again K-metrizabfe. Consequently tiemetrizable spaces 
are herelditarity paracompact. Therefore Barges quektion is answered by 
the foliowing sbvious fact. 
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Let US menfi’x~ two more applications of Fact I. Denote the one-point- 
Lindelafication of D(o~ ) b\: k, i,e,, the underlying set of L is D(wl ) w {p j , 
where p $ D(w, 11, points af D(wl ) are isolated in L and a neighborhood 
ofp contains all but countably many points of L. C’learly L, is GJ~ metri- 
zable. For each cardinal p the w1 -box-product of JU copies rof L is denol.ed 
by BP, Then Fact 1 implies that B,, is (;31 -metrizable for all ~4 b+. As a 
consequence we hallre P,\,udin”s result [ 121 that B, is paracompact, and 
also the result by Heath, Lutzer and Zenor [S] that B, is monotonically 
normal for 12 < crl since it is known that K-metrizable spaces are mono- 
tonically normal; cf. [ lo]. Accidentally it may be of interest o observe 
that fix eac:h nXC w the space B, can be embedded into u2. 
Related to Fact 1 is the following fact. 
Fact 2. Any rc-box-prodwt of a collection of at most rlc space..(r which are 
stratifiuble over K is stratifrabte over K, fur regular u. 
This improves Vaughan’s result [ 191 that box products of collections 
of less than K spaces which are stratifiable over K are stratifiable over x; 
moreover, our proof is much simpler. We do not repeat he definition of 
“stratifiable over KY’, but recall that a space X is stratifiable over K if ;rnd 
only if it has what we call a K-ministratification, i.e. a function g : x X K + 
{open set5 of X) satisfying: 
(l)xEg(x.ta)C~~,iS)forIr>p; 
(2) if p tf .F- for p E X, F C X, then there is an or E K such that 
p 4 wgt~, cu) I x E m- 
[ 19, Theorem 2.71. 
Proof of pact 2. If gel is a rc-ministratification for Xa for Q E K, then H’(: 
can define a Ic-ministratification g for X = II:,, Xor by 
(It suffices to check (2) only for F’s which are complements of ~-boxes.) 
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